
  PLEASE, KEEP ME IN YOUR HOMEWORK FOLDER   
 Week 10’s Vocabulary Words 

November 4-November 8 

***Make sure you have ALL of my context clues circled.  
      DO NOT use my sentences as your own! :-) 

1. starvation (noun) - suffering or death caused by not having anything to eat or enough to eat  
     #I’mhungry 
- Millions of people die every day due to starvation, because they don’t have enough to eat.

2. prohibit (verb) - to order (someone) not to use or do something #STOPdon’tdoit 
- The museum’s curator ordered the tourist not to use flash photography, because it is prohibited inside  
    the museum.

3. hover (verb) - to stay very close to a person or place #stayclose 
- When we ate at Applebee’s yesterday, our waiter hovered  near our table because she wanted to stay  
    close enough to assist us if we needed something. 

4. inhumane (adjective) -  not kind or gentle to people or animals #unkind 
- A pet owner leaving a dog out in freezing weather is inhumane, because it’s very unkind. 

5. catastrophe (noun)- a terrible disaster; ruined  #disaster  
- When my mom tried baking my birthday cake without following the recipe, it was a catastrophe  
    because both the cake and my party were ruined! 

6. enclosed (verb) -  to be on every side of someone or something #surrounded 
- When my baby sister read her book before bed last night, she enclosed herself in warm blankets so that  
    she was completely covered from head to toe.

7. anxiously (adverb)- concerned, afraid or nervous especially about what may happen #nervous 
- After hours of hastily looking for her car keys, Mrs. Jackson became fearful and anxiously searched for  
    another way to work, because she knew she couldn't be late for the fifth time this week!

8. illegally (adverb)-  not allowed or authorized by the law #againstthelaw 
- Sarah felt horribly about parking illegally in the handicapped parking spot because she knew this was  
    prohibited, and she also knew that she could possibly get in big trouble. 

9. overpopulation (n)- a situation in which too many people or animals live in a certain area  
    #crowded 
- When there are too many people residing in one place, in one particular area, these areas have many  
    health issues due to this overpopulation, because the chances of spreading a sickness is more common.

10. blizzard (noun)- a severe snowstorm that goes on for a long time #brrrrrit’sfreezing 
- The snow blizzard of 1995 left blanketed streets covered with several feet of snow, lots of school  
    cancellations, and freezing temperatures for the citizens of Chicago, Illinois for over ten days.

Superhero’s name __________________________________
Parent’s Signature __________________________________

https://quizlet.com/181905641/
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  PLEASE, KEEP ME IN YOUR HOMEWORK FOLDER   
Spelling Words 

November 4 - November 14 
Test is Thursday, November 14 

1. Write the plural form of each singular noun below.
 

Superhero’s name __________________________________
Parent’s Signature __________________________________

https://www.spellingcity.com/users/Kimeshajones1

For most nouns that end in  
"f" or “fe", 

you drop the "f" or "fe" and add 
“-ves”. 

1. wolf changes to wolves
2. knife changes to knives
3. scarf changes to scarves
4. wife changes to wives
5. elf changes to elves
6. half changes to halves
7. loaf changes to loaves

Do not add a letter to the 
end of some nouns, instead, 

change the word itself. 

1. foot changes to feet
2. man changes to men
3. child changes to children
4. woman changes to women 
5. mouse changes to mice
6. goose changes to geese

For some nouns, you just add  
“-s”. 

1. banjo changes to banjos
2. belief changes to beliefs

For some nouns that end in  
"o" you add “-es”. 

1. tomato changes to tomatoes
2. potato changes to potatoes
3. tornado changes to tornadoes
4. hero changes to heroesThe singular and plural form of 

some 
nouns remain the same. 

1. sheep remains sheep 


